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	 WORLD	COINS
	 Other	Properties

	 Albania

1596 														 1597

1596	 Zog	 I	 (1925-1939),	 Gold	 20-Franga,	 1926R,	 Rome,	 bust	 of	 Skanderbeg	 right,	 rev winged	 lion	
dividing	value,	date	in	exergue	(F	4).	Good extremely fine.	 £300-350

1597	 Zog	I,	Gold	20-Franga,	1926R,	Rome	(F	4).		A couple of minor edge nicks and polished but extremely 
fine.	 £250-300

	 Anglo-Gallic

1598	 Aquitaine,	 Henry	 VI	 of	 England	 (1422-1453),	 Salut	 d’Or,	 undated,	 Saint	 Lô	 (Dy	 443;	 F	 301).		
Pleasing good very fine.	 £800-1000

	 Austria

1599	 Salzburg	 Archbishopric,	 Paris	 von	 Lodron	 (1619-1653),	 Silver	 Thaler,	 1624	 (Dav	 3504).	 Very 
fine.  £80-100

	 Bulgaria

													 																

																							1600																																																	1600																																																							1601

1600	 Ferdinand	I	(1887-1918),	Gold	20-Leva	and	10-Leva,	1894	(F	3,	4).		Very fine and good very fine.  
(2)	 £250-300

1601	 Ferdinand	I,	Gold	20-Leva,	1912	(F	6).		Almost extremely fine.	 £200-250



	 Canada

1602	 George	V	(1910-1936),	Gold	5-Dollars,	1912	(F	4).		About extremely fine.	 £300-350

	 Colombia

1603	 Charles	III	of	Spain	(1759-1788),	Gold	8-Escudos,	1782JJ,	Nuevo	Reino, 26.96g,	armoured	bust	
right,	date	below,	rev crowned	shield	of	arms	dividing	value,	within	chain	of	the	order	of	the	
Golden	Fleece	(Cal	190;	Fr	35).	About very fine, the reverse better.	 £700-800

1604	 Ferdinand	VII	of	Spain	(1808-1833),	Gold	8-Escudos,	1817JF,	Nuevo	Reino, armoured	bust	right,	
date	below,	rev crowned	shield	of	arms	dividing	value,	within	chain	of	the	order	of	the	Golden	
Fleece	(Cal	108;	Fr	60).	Some edge imperfections, fine/almost very fine.	 £600-700

	 Cyprus

												

																																																		1605																																																															1606

1605	 Henry	I	 (1218-1253),	Electrum	Bezant,	 type	3A,	3.78g,	Christ	enthroned,	right	hand	raised	 in	
benediction,	annulet	either	side,	rev hE(NRICI)	 (REX)	 (CYP)RI,	crowned	king	standing	holding	
long	cross	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left	(Schl	pl.VI,	7).	Legends weak, flan crack from 12 
o’clock to centre, otherwise very fine.	 £800-1000	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

1606	 Henry	II	(1285-1324),	Silver	Gros,	heavy	issue,	4.69g,	hENRI	REI	DE,	king	enthroned,	wearing	
open	 tunic,	 holding	 sceptre	 across	 shoulder	 in	 right	 hand	 and	 globus	 cruciger	 in	 left,	 rev +	
IERVSALEM	E	DE	ChIPRE,	rampant	lion	left,	three	dots	above	head	(Schl	pl.VI,	15	var;	Lambros	
22).	Nice iridescent tone, good very fine.	 £400-600



																
																																																		1607																																																														1608

1607	 Henry	 II,	 Silver	Gros,	 light	 issue,	 early	phase,	 4.55g,	 hENRI	REI	DE,	king	enthroned,	holding	
sceptre	across	shoulder	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	star	left	field,	rev +	IERVSAL’M	
E	D’	ChIPR’,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(Schl	pl.VI,	20,	Lambros	32).	Good very fine.	 £80-120	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

1608	 Henry	 II,	 Silver	Gros,	 light	 issue,	 early	phase,	 4.57g,	 hENRI	REI	DE,	king	enthroned,	holding	
sceptre	across	shoulder	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	star	left	field,	rev +	IERVSAL’M	
E	D’	ChIPR’,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(Schl	pl.VI,	20;	Lambros	32).		Good very fine.	 £80-120	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
ex	Sir	Harry	Luke	collection

					 					

1609	 Hugh	 IV	 (1324-1359),	 Silver	 Gros	 (3),	 hVGVE	 REI	 DE,	 king	 enthroned	 holding	 sceptre	 over	
shoulder	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	letter	B	with	annulet	above	left	field,	rev +	
IERVSAL’M	E	D’	ChIPR’,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(Schl	pl.VII,	24;	Lambros	38	var).		Very fine, two clipped, 
the other slightly buckled.		(3)	 £120-150	
	

all	ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

1610	 Peter	 I	 (1359-1369),	 Silver	 Gros,	 4.61g,	 +PIERE	 PAL	 LA	 GRACE	 D	 DIE	 ROI,	 king	 enthroned,	
beardless,	holding	unsheathed	sword	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	right	field	shield	
containing	rampant	lion	left,	rev +DE	IERVSALEM	7	DE	ChIPRE,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(Schl	pl.VII,	
27).		Good very fine.	 £80-120

																				

1611	 Peter	I,	Silver	Gros	(2),	light-weight	issue,	type	2,	French	legends	(Sch	pl.VI,	28).		Fine to good 
fine, one chipped, rare.		(2)	 £150-200	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
These	 light	weight	coins	are	not	 found	on	Cyprus.	They	are	attributed	 to	a	mint	 in	Asia	minor,	possibly	 the	 island	
fortress	of	Gorhigos.



					 					

1612	 Peter	 II	 (1369-1382),	Silver	Gros	 (3)	 (Schl	pl.VII,	4).	 	Average good fine, flans clipped, one with a 
crack.		(3)	 £80-100	
	

all	ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

1613	 John	 II	 (1432-1458),	 Silver	 Gros,	 type	 I,	 3.95g,	 IOHANES	 DEI	 GRA,	 enthroned	 king	 holding	
sceptre	over	right	shoulder	and	globus	cruciger	in	right	hand,	rev +	IHRLM:ET:CIPRI:REX,	cross	
of	Jerusalem	(CLC	die	A/g,	pl.12,	4,	this coin).		Large hole, good very fine and scarce.	 £250-350	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	from	the	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

1614	 Louis	 of	 Savoy	 (1459-1461),	 Silver	 Gros,	 type	 C,	 3.90g,	 (LUDOVICVS)	 (DEI)	 GRACIA	 RE,	 king	
enthroned	holding	sceptre	over	shoulder	in	right	hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	letters	S-G	in	
fields,	rev +IERV3ALEM	CIPRI	E(T)	(AR)MENI,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(CLC	dies	A/1,	pl.16,	17).		Very 
fine, the obverse slightly off-centre.	 £200-300	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

																	
																																																		1615																																																															1616

1615	 Louis	of	Savoy,	Silver	Gros,	type	E,	2.93g,	LVCV(CV)S	DEI	GRACIA	RE,	king	enthroned	holding	
sceptre	 over	 shoulder	 in	 right	 hand	 and	 globus	 cruciger	 in	 left,	 letters	 S-G	 in	 fields,	 rev 
+IERV3ALEM	CIPRI	ET	ARMEN,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(CLC	dies	I/ii,	pl.18,	5,	this coin).	 Struck from 
worn dies, very fine.	 £200-300	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

1616	 Louis	of	Savoy,	Silver	Gros,	type	E,	3.28g,	king	enthroned	holding	sceptre	over	shoulder	in	right	
hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	rev cross	of	Jerusalem	(CLC	dies	C/a).  Obverse struck off-centre, 
good very fine.	 £150-250	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)



1617	 Louis	of	Savoy,	Silver	Gros,	type	E,	2.71g,	king	enthroned	holding	sceptre	over	shoulder	in	right	
hand	and	globus	cruciger	in	left,	rev +	IERUSALM	CIPRI	ET	ARM,	cross	of	Jerusalem	(CLC	dies	
C/a).		Obverse struck off-centre, good very fine.	 £150-250	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

																			
																																													1618																																																																							1619

1618	 Louis	of	Savoy,	Silver	Gros,	type	E,	3.72g,	king	enthroned	holding	sceptre	over	shoulder	in	right	
hand	 and	 globus	 cruciger	 in	 left,	 rev +	 IERUSALM	 (CIPRI)	 (ET)	 (ARME)	 NI,	 cross	 of	 Jerusalem	
(CLC	dies	C/q,	pl.19,	8).		Broad flan, good very fine.	 £150-250	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

1619	 Cyprus	 under	 Venice,	 besieged	 by	 the	 Ottoman	 Turks,	AE	 Bezant,	 1570,	 Nicosia,	 3.69g,	 PRO	
REGNI	CIPR	PRESIDIO,	winged	lion	of	St	Mark	left,	date	below,	rev VENETORV	/	FIDES	INVI	/	OLA	
BILIS	/	BISANTE	/	I	in	five	lines	(Lambros	107).		A little deposit in the fields, very fine.	 £120-150	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

															

1620	 Cyprus	under	Venice,	besieged	by	the	Ottoman	Turks,	AE	Bezant	(2),	Nicosia	and	Famagusta	
issues,	1570	(Lambros	107,	108).		Fine to good fine.		(2)	 £80-100	
	

both	ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
Coins	 with	 no	 letter	 after	 the	 denomination	 on	 the	 reverse	 are	 attributed	 to	 Nicosia	 and	 those	 with	 letter	 F	 to	
Famagusta.

1621	 Venetian	Coinage	in	Cyprus,	Nicolo	Tron	(1471-1473),	Silver	Trono	(or	Lira	of	20-Soldi),	6.39g,	
NICOLAVS	 TRONVS	 DVX,	 bust	 left	 of	 Nicolo	 Tron,	 three	 flowers	 below	 bust,	 rev SANCTVS	
MARCVS,	winged	lion	of	St	Mark	(CNI	VII	p.147,	22).	Good very fine.	 £60-80	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	and	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)



	 Cyprus	under	Venice	:	Re-coinage	of	1518

	 In	1489	during	 the	 reign	of	Doge	Agostino	Barbarigo	 (1486-1501),	Catherine	Conaro,	Queen	of	Cyprus	
and	a	daughter	of	Venice,	was	forced	to	abdicate	her	kingdom	in	favour	of	Venice.	The	Venetians	did	not	
issue	any	coins	for	their	newly	acquired	possession	until	the	dogeship	of	Marcantonio	Trevisano	(1553-
1554),	which	was	confined	to	the	billon	Carzia.	The	circulating	medium	during	the	initial	takeover	would	
therefore	 have	 been	 issues	 of	 the	 Lusignans	 and	 imported	 coinage,	 mainly	 from	 Venice.	 The	 coinage	
reform	of	1518	in	Venice	necessitated	the	revaluation	of	silver	and	gold	coinage	circulating	in	Cyprus.	No	
documentation	exists	to	tell	us	exactly	where	these	coins	were	taken	to	be	renewed	for	circulation,	but	
the	undertaking	was	a	rigorous	one,	similar	in	procedure	as	at	the	Zecca.	Here	the	mint-masters	would	
apply	 their	 initials	or	monograms	on	dies	 to	 identify	 the	coinage	 that	 they	struck	during	 their	 term	of	
office	and	a	similar	system	was	employed	in	Cyprus	This	consisted	of	numerals	in	both	Arabic	and	Latin	
that	 expressed	 the	 current	 value	 in	 bezants	 or	 soldi.	 Further,	 an	Arabic	 numeral	 would	 be	 applied	 to	
identify	the	workman	responsible	for	the	issue.	Coins	have	been	recorded	where	a	monogram	or	letter	has	
been	employed,	but	the	majority	of	known	examples	have	numbers.	As	a	precaution	to	safeguard	against	
clipping	after	they	were	re-valued,	the	silver	coins	were	also	countermarked	towards	the	edge,	most	often	
a	small	circular	punch	with	a	dot	in	centre.	This	would	be	applied	four	times,	but	in	some	instances	the	
actual	value	would	be	employed	again	four	times	(see	lots	4,	5	and	6).	 	
	
The	coins	listed	here	are	in	descending	order	of	values	expressed	in	Bezants	(the	Venetian	Ducat	with	a	
module	weight	3.53g	was	valued	at	8	Silver	Bezants)	and	in	Soldi	(module	weight	of	the	Soldino	0.32g)	
then	by	chronology.	Reference	is	made	to	Mr	A	G	Pistillides’	article	in	Numismatic	Report	volume	VIII	
(1977)	and	is	here	restricted	to	the	combination	of	 the	countermarks	as	applied	to	the	coins	to	 indicate	
their	value.	

						 						

	 8-Bezants
1622	 Sultan	Selim	I	(918-926H;	AD	1512-1520),	Gold	Altin,	3.35g,	925H	(AD	1519),	Misr	(Egypt),	

obv control	figure	“9”	or	“6”	near	the	edge,	rev numeral	“8”	countermarked	near	edge	(Pitsillides	
34;	Olçer	p.165,	9630-9631	for	host	coin;	Pere	-).		Coin struck off-centre, coin and countermark good 
very fine and extremely rare.	 £3000-4000	
	

Only	the	second	known	example	on	an	Ottoman	coin.	 	
This	 coin	 ties	 in	 with	 the	 coinage	 reform	 initiated	 in	 Venice	 1518.	 	 It	 is	 struck	 a	 year	 later	 than	 the	 other	 recorded	
Ottoman	Altin	of	Misr	published	by	Michael	Broome	in	Numismatic Chronicle	1997.		The	host	coin	is	very	rare	with	only	
three	examples	known	as	late	as	1995.

	 20-Soldi
1623	 Venice,	 Nicolo	 Tron	 (1471-1473),	 Silver	 Trono	 (Lira	 of	 20-Soldi),	 6.21g,	 obv	 countermark	

applied	 on	 bust	 XX,	 four	 punchmarked	 circles	 with	 dot	 in	 centre	 applied	 towards	 edge	
(Pitsillides	 11,	 12	 (this coin);	 Pao	 899;	 CNI	 VII	 p.147,	 22	 for	 host	 coin).	 	 Pierced and gilt, 
otherwise very fine.	 £400-600	
	

ex	John	Slocum	collection,	Sotheby’s,	London,	14	October	1999,	lot	204



	 16-Soldi
1624	 Venice,	Agostino	Barbarigo	(1486-1501),	Silver	Mocenigo,	assayer	M-C	(Marco	Cicogna,	

30	September	1498	to	6	October	1499),	rev countermarked	numerial	“16”	applied	to	left	of	Christ,	
four	punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	-;	Pao	902;	CNI	
VII	p.194,	100	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks good very fine.	 £350-450	
	

ex	Bank	Leu,	Zürich	Auction	51,	24-26	October	1990,	lot	1403

										
																																																			1625																																																											1626

	 10-Soldi
1625	 Venice,	Giovanni	Mocenigo	(1478-1485),	Silver	Marcello,	3.15g,	assayer	A-Z	(Augustin	Zorzi,	

3	 December	 1478	 to	 1	 October	 1479),	 rev central	 countermarked	 Latin	 numeral	 “X”,	 four	
punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	24,	25,	32;	Pao	-;	CNI	
VII	p.165,	7	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks good very fine.	 £300-400	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
ex	Lord	Grantley,	lot	4271	(part)

1626	 Venice,	Leonardo	Loredano	(1501-1521),	Silver	Marcello,	3.16g,	assayer	F-C	(Filippo	Calbo,	23	
July	1502	to	24	October	1502),	rev countermarked	Latin	numeral	“X”	applied	four	times	towards	
edge	(countermark	not	 listed	in	Pitsillides	or	Pao;	CNI	VII	p.207,	36	for	host	coin).	 	Coin and 
countermarks good very fine.	 £250-350	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection,	from	the	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

																	

																																																		1627																																																												1628

	 9-Soldi
1627	 Cyprus,	John	II	(1432-1458),	Silver	Gros-grand,	type	I,	2.99g,	obv countermarked	figure	“9”	four	

times	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	-;	Pao	-;	Schl	pl.VII,	14	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks good 
very fine.	 £400-600

1628	 Cyprus,	 Louis	 of	 Savoy	 (1458-1460),	 Silver	 Gros-grand,	 type	 D,	 2.84g,	 rev countermarked	
numeral	“9”	four	times	towards	edge,	control	number	“1”	also	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	
5	and	Pao	-,	for	countermark;	Schl	pl.VII	for	host	coin).		Fine, countermarks very fine, pierced and 
possibly mount removed.	 £150-250	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection



										

																																																			1629																																																										1630

	 8-Soldi
1629	 Venice,	Pietro	Mocenigo	(1474-1476),	Silver	Marcello,	2.40g,	assayer	P.M.	(Polo	Malipiero,	16	

November	1474	to	18	September	1475),	obv	central	countermarked	figure	“8”	in	centre	above	
control	 number	 “1”,	 four	 punchmarked	 circles	 with	 dot	 in	 centre	 applied	 towards	 edge	
(Pitsillides	21,	26,	27;	Pao	904,	905;	CNI	VII	p.157,	25	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks 
very fine.	 £300-400	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection,	from	the	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)

1630	 Venice,	 Pietro	 Mocenigo,	 Silver	 Marcello,	 2.43g,	 assayer	 P.M.	 (Polo	 Malipiero,	 16	 November	
1474	 to	18	September	1475),	rev	 central	 countermarked	figure	“8”,	 four	punchmarked	circles	
with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	-;	Pao	-;	CNI	VII	p.157,	25	for	host	coin).		
Coin and countermarks good very fine. £350-450	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
note	that	this	coin	lacks	the	control	number

										

																																																				1631																																																									1632

1631	 Venice,	 Pietro	 Mocengico,	 Silver	 Marcello,	 2.44g,	 assayer	 assayer	 P.M.	 (Polo	 Malipiero,	 16	
November	 1474	 to	 18	 September	 1475),	 rev	 central	 countermarked	 figure	 “8”	 above	 control	
number	“2”,	four	punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	18;	
Pao	906;	CNI	VII	p.157,	25	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks very fine.	 £250-350

1632	 Venice,	 Pietro	 Mocengico,	 Silver	 Marcello,	 2.66g,	 assayer	 assayer	 P.M.	 (Polo	 Malipiero,	 16	
November	 1474	 to	 18	 September	 1475),	 rev	 central	 countermarked	 figure	 “8”	 above	 control	
number	“2”,	four	punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	18;	
Pao	906;	CNI	VII	p.157,	25	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks good very fine.	 £300-400	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
ex	Lord	Grantley	collection,	lot	4271	(part)

1633	 Venice,	Agostino	 Barbarigo	 (1486-1501),	 Silver	 Marcello,	 2.54g,	 assayer	 ZF-T	 (Zan	 Francesco	
Trevesan,	11	August	1486	to	12	November	1487),	rev	denominational	figure	“8”	countermarked	
four	times	towards	edge,	control	number	“2”	in	centre	(Pitsillides	-;	Pao	-;	CNI	VII	p.184,	21	for	
host	coin).		Coin very fine, the countermarks better.	 £350-450	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection,	from	the	Stavrokono	Paphos	hoard	(1946)



																			
																																																	1634																																																																1635

1634	 Venice,	Agostino	Barbarigo,	Silver	Marcello,	2.65g,	assayer	M.C.	(Marco	Cicogna,	30	September	
1498	to	6	October	1499),	rev	central	countermarked	figure	“8”	above	control	number	“3”,	four	
punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	10,	19	and	Pao	-,	for	
countermark;	CNI	VII	p.194,	104	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks about very fine.	 £200-300	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
ex	Sir	Larry	Luke	collection

1635	 Venice,	Agostino	Barbarigo,	Silver	Marcello,	2.67g,	assayer	ZF-T	 (Zan	Francesco	Trevesan,	
11	 August	 1486	 to	 12	 November	 1487),	 rev	 central	 countermarked	 figure	 “8”	 above	 control	
number	“3”,	four	punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	10,	19;	
Pao	-;	CNI	VII	p.184,	21	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks good very fine.	 £250-350	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection

	 7-Soldi
1636	 Venice,	Giovanni	Mocenigo	(1478-1485),	Silver	Marcello,	2.28g,	assayer	I-M	(Zuanne	Marcello,	

19	December	1481	to	13	November	1482),	rev	central	countermarked	figure	“7”	above	control	
number	“2”,	four	punchmarked	circles	with	dot	in	centre	applied	towards	edge	(Pitsillides	29;	
Pao	903	var,	fig.2;	CNI	VII	p.170,	44-55	for	host	coin).		Coin and countermarks very fine.	 £200-300	
	

ex	J	R	Stewart	collection	 	
ex	Lord	Grantley	collection,	lot	4271	(part)

	 Denmark

																

1637	 Frederick	IX	(1906-1912),	Gold	20-Kroner,	1908,	10-Kroner,	1873	(F	297,	296).		First extremely fine, 
the second very fine.  (2)	 £250-300

	 Egypt

1638	 Abdul	Mejid,	10-Qirsh,	AH	1255,	year	5,	vertical	milling	(KM	231).	Very fine, a little tarnishing and 
small trace of mount, scarce	 £300-400



	 Ethiopia

1639	 Haile	Selassie	(1930-1936	and	1941-1974),	Gold	Wark,	1933EE	(1931),	bust	of	emperor	left,	rev St	
George	slaying	the	dragon	(F	28).	Some contact marks, otherwise extremely fine.	 £600-700

	 France

1640	 Jean	II	le	Bon	(1350-1364),	Gold	Royal	d’or,	3.48g	(Dy	293a;	F	278).	Slightly irregular edge, extremely 
fine. £1000-1200

													
																														

															1641																																																																					1642

1641	 Charles	V	(1364-1380),	Gold	Franc	à	pied,	undated,	3.80g,	king	standing	facing,	holding	sword	
and	sceptre,	under	a	gothic	dais	surrounded	by	fleur-de-lis,	rev floriated	cross	with	crowns	and	
fleur-de-lis	in	angles,	within	a	polylobe	(Dy	360-A;	F	284).	Well struck, good very fine. £700-800

1642	 Charles	VI	(1380-1422),	Gold	Ecu	d’or	à	la	couronne,	first	issue,	4.08g	(Dy	369;	F	291).	A couple of 
die flaws, about extremely fine. £350-400

													
																																	

													1643																																																																						1644

1643	 Charles	VI,	Gold	Ecu	d’or	à	la	couronne,	first	issue,	4.05g	(Dy	369;	F	291).	Slightly concave flan, 
very fine.	 £350-400

1644	 Charles	 VII	 (1422-1461),	 Second	 Period	 (1436-1461),	 Gold	 Ecu	 neuf,	 second	 issue,	 3.19g	 (Dy	
511a;	F	307).	Almost very fine. £250-300



1645	 François	 I	 (1515-1547),	 Gold	 Ecu	 d’or	 au	 soleil,	 fifth	 type,	 undated,	 third	 issue	 (1519),	
Bayonne,	3.38g,	crowned	shield	of	France	under	a	sun,	rev floriated	cross	with	two	Fs	and	
two	fleur-de-lis	 in	angles	(Dy	775;	Marcheville	2269;	F	345).	Somewhat irregular edge, very 
fine. £350-400

																
																																								

												1646																																																												1647

1646	 Louis	XIV	(1643-1715),	Gold	Louis	d’or	à	la	mèche	courte,	1644,	Paris	(Dy	1419;	F	415).	Two light 
scratches in the obverse field, good very fine with a nice reddish tone. £800-1000

1647	 Louis	 XV	 (1715-1774),	 Gold	 Louis	 d’or	 “Mirliton”,	 1724,	 Bayonne,	 laureate	 youthful	 bust	 of	
king	right,	date	in	exergue,	rev two	intertwined	Ls	under	a	crown	and	between	palm	branches,	
mintmark	in	exergue	(Dy	1638;	F	459).	Some light adjustment marks on the obverse, otherwise good 
very fine. £800-1000

															
																																								

						1648																																																																						1649

1648	 Louis	 XVI,	 Gold	 Double	 Louis	 d’Or,	 1786,	 Metz	 (DY	 1706;	 F	 474).	 	 Lustrous, extremely 
fine.	 £400-500

1649	 Louis	XVI,	Gold	Double	Louis	d’Or,	1786,	Nantes	(DY	1706;	F	474).		Good very fine.	 £250-300

																		
																																													

							1650																																																																	1651

1650	 Louis	XVI,	Gold	Double	Louis	d’Or,	1787,	Limoges	(DY	1706;	F	474).		Minor adjustment marks, 
otherwise a good very fine.	 £250-300

1651	 First	Empire	(1804-1814),	Gold	20-Francs,	1811,	Paris	(F	511).	Slightly concave flan and some marks 
at the edge, otherwise a superb example, scarce in such high grade. £400-500



1652 												 1653

1652	 Second	Empire	(1852-1870),	Napoleon	III,	Gold	100-Francs,	1855A,	Paris,	bare	head	right	(Gad	
1135;	F	569).		Good very fine.	 £600-700

	 Germany

1653	 Saxony,	Sophia	(1582-1622),	Gold	Ducat,	1616,	electoral	cypher	with	crossed	sceptre	and	sword,	
rev	 IHS	with	all-seeing	eye	and	dove	above,	3.5g	(F	2642;	KM	126).	Good very fine or better, an 
original striking.		 £200-300

1654	 Saxony,	 Albertine	 Line,	 birth	 of	 August,	 son	 of	 Johann	 George	 I,	 Klippe	 Dickthaler,	 1614,	
Dresden,	 29.07g	 (Schnee	 801;	 Dav	 7583).	 	 Somewhat weakly struck by “DG” of obverse legend, 
otherwise a strong very fine and rare.	 £500-600

1655	 Westphalia,	 Hieronymus	 Napoleon	 (1807-1813),	 Restrike	 40-Franks,	 1813C,	 Cassel,	 laureate	
bust	left,	rev value	within	wreath,	date	in	exergue, plain	edge	(de	Mey/Poindessault	742;	KM	
34a).	Slightly concave flan, about extremely fine and very rare.	 £4000-5000	
	

restrike	of	1867,	only	80	pieces	struck



1656 																		 1657

1656	 Westphalia,	 Jerome	 Napoleon	 (1807-1813),	 Gold	 20-Francs,	 1808C	 (F	 3517).	 	 Very fine and 
rare.	 £350-400

	 Greece

1657	 George	I	(1863-1913),	Gold	20-Drachmai,	1884,	Paris	(F	18).		Good very fine with strong moustache 
showing.	 £200-250

	 India

1658 																			 1659

1658	 Kushan,	Kanishka	I	(120-146	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	6.66g,	legend	around	king	standing	left,	holding	
sceptre	 and	 sprinkling	 incense	 over	 an	 Iranian	 fire-altar,	 rev	 LROOASPO,	 god	 Drvaspa	 (a	
Zoroastrian	god	of	horses)	standing	and	holding	out	a	wreath	over	the	head	of	a	horse,	tamgha	
in	field	left	(cf	Rosenberg	pl.V,	93).		Light weight and tooled, good fine, rare.	 £800-1000

1659	 Kushan,	Kanishka	I,	Bronze	Unit,	20mm,	7.81g,	king	standing	left	holding	standard,	tamga	in	
field	right,	rev [B]OΔΔO	at	right,	Buddha	with	hair	tied	above	his	head	in	ushnisha	(topknot),	
seated	in	lotus	position	on	low	couch	(Göbl	792).		Good fine, once tooled, rare. 	 £250-350

					 					

1660	 Kushan,	Huvishka	(146-184	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.65g,	legend	around	nimbate	bust	of	king	left,	
above	symbolic	clouds,	wearing	conical	tiara	and	holding	a	spear	over	his	shoulder	and	a	mace	
in	raised	right	hand,	rev	OANINDO,	the	goddess	of	Victory standing	left	holding	trophy	over	
her	shoulder	and	a	wreath	in	raised	right	hand,	tamgha	in	field	left	(cf	Rosenberg	pl.VIII,	151).		
About very fine and very rare.	 £1000-1200

1661	 Kushan,	Huvishka,	Gold	Dinar,	7.69g,	legend	around	bust	of	king	left	above	symbolic	clouds,	
wearing	 round-topped	 tiara	 and	 holding	 a	 mace	 in	 raised	 right	 hand,	 rev	 SARAPO,	 Sarapis	
standing	 left	 holding	 sceptre	 over	 shoulder	 and	 raising	 right	 hand,	 tamgha	 in	 field	 left	 (cf	
Rosenberg	pl.IX,	187).		A little weakly struck, good fine and rare.	 £1000-1200



1662	 Kushan,	Vasu	Deva	and	Successors	(late	3rd	-	early	4th	century),	Gold	Stater,	7.86g,	Vasu	in	field	
right,	king	standing	left,	holding	trident	and	sprinkling	incense	over	altar,	trident	in	field	left,	
letters	Bha - Ga	across	field,	rev	Goddess	Ardoksho	enthroned	facing	(Mitch	3548;	cf	Rosenfield	
p.113	for	discussion	of	this	series).		Extremely fine.	 £300-400

1663 											 1664

1663	 Kushan,	 Shaka	 (c.300-330	 AD),	 Gold	 Stater,	 7.67g,	 Sita	 below	 arm,	 Shaka	 in	 right	 field,	 king	
standing	 left,	 trident	 in	field	 left,	 letter	Bhi	by	altar,	rev	Goddess	Ardoksho	enthroned	facing	
(Mitch	3575-78;	cf	Göbl	591).		About extremely fine.	 £300-400

1664	 Kushan,	Shaka,	Gold	Stater,	7.92g,	king	standing	facing,	head	left,	wearing	crown	with	nimbus,	
holding	garlanded	standard	and	sacrificing	at	altar	above	which	there	is	a	trident,	Brahmi	letter	
SaTa	under	arm,	and	“Shaka”	in	right	field,	rev	Goddess	Ardoksho	enthroned	facing,	holding	
cornucopia,	tamgha	to	left	(Mitch	3580;	Göbl	593). Obverse good very fine, the reverse about very 
fine.	 £200-300

					 				

1665	 Gupta,	Chandragupta	 II	 (c.375-414	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	7.80g,	Lion-slayer/Lion	retreating	 type,	
legend	above	king	standing	to	front,	head	left,	 legs	apart	and	with	long	sash	at	his	waist,	he	
holds	an	arrow	in	his	 left	hand	and	with	his	right	thrusts	his	bow	towards	a	 lion	which	has	
turned	its	back	on	him	and	is	retreating,	rev	Sinhavikramah	at	right,	tamgha	above	left,	goddess	
seated	facing	on	a	lion	walking	to	right,	she	holds	a	lotus	flower	in	raised	left	hand	and	a	riband	
in	her	right	(BMC	pl.IX,	12,	published	from	the	Mirzapur	Hoard,	Lucknow	Museum;	see	also	
NC	1910	p.406).		An attractive coin, good very fine and extremely rare. £4000-5000

1666	 Gupta,	Chandragupta	II,	Gold	Dinar,	7.87g,	Lion	Slayer	type,	king	standing,	facing	left,	slaying	
lion	with	bow	and	arrow,	rev	goddess	Lakshmi	seated	facing	on	a	lion	(Mitch	4113;	Bayana	Hoard	
pl.XVIII,	5ff).	About very fine.	 £800-1200



						 						

1667	 Gupta,	 Kumaragupta	 I	 (c.414-455	 AD),	 Gold	 Dinar,	 8.20g,	 Peacock	 (Karttikeya) type,	 legend	
around	nimbate	king	standing	left	with	dagger	at	his	waist	and	long	sash	behind,	his	left	hand	
on	hip,	and	right	hand	raised	to	feed	a	peacock	which	stands	in	front	facing	him,	rev	figure	of	
Karttikeya	seated	 facing	on	a	peacock	 in	splendour	which	stands	on	a	dais,	 the	god	holds	a	
spear	in	his	left	hand	and	raises	his	right	to	sprinkle	incense	(cf	BMC	pl.XV,	12-14,	without	the	
dagger;	Bayana	Hoard	pl.XXVI,	11-13).		A little rubbing on the reverse as is usual but good very fine 
and very rare.	 £1500-2000

						 						

1668	 Gupta,	Prakasaditya	(c.510-525	AD),	Gold	Dinar,	9.26g,	Horseman	/	Lion-slayer	type,	king	on	
caparisoned	horse	right,	bow	across	his	body,	running	his	sword	through	the	mouth	of	a	lion	
which	 rears	up	 in	 front	of	 the	horse,	 elementary	garuda	 standard	above	horse’s	head,	 letter	
Ru	below	horse,	rev nimbate	goddess	Lakshmi	seated	facing	on	lotus,	holding	long	stemmed	
flower	and	riband,	Sri Prakasadityah	in	field	right	(BMC	pl.XXII,	1).		Reverse struck from dirty die, 
otherwise good very fine and rare.	 £3000-4000

1669	 Chandellas	 of	 Bundelkhand,	 Madanavarmadeva,	 Gold	 ¼-Dinar,	 Lakshmi	 type	 (M	 407).	 Very 
fine.	 £40-60

1670	 Sultans	 of	 Bengal,	 ‘Ala	 al-Din	 Firuz	 II	 (AH	 938-939;	 1531-1532	AD),	 Silver	 Tanka,	 Fathabad,	
undated	(G&G	B874).	Good very fine and scarce. £60-80

1671 											 1672
1671	 Sultans	 of	 Dehli,	 ‘Ala	 al-Din	 Muhammad	 (AH	 695-715;	 1296-1316	AD),	 Gold	 Tanka,	 10.98g,	

Dehli,	year	714	(G&G	D221).	Very fine but with surface defects. £180-200

1672	 Sultans	 of	 Dehli,	 Qutb	 al-Din	 Mubarak	 (AH	 716-720;	 1316-1320	 AD),	 Square	 Silver	 Tanka,	
Hazrat	Dar	al-Khilafa,	year	718	(G&G	261).	Very fine. £70-90



																 																
																																			1673																																													1674																																										1674

1673	 Sultans	of	Dehli,	Muhammad	bin	Tughluq	 (AH	725-752;	1325-1351	AD),	Gold	Tanka,	11.02g,	
mintless	fi zaman al-said type,	year	735	(G&G	D345).	Very fine. £250-300

1674	 Sultans	 of	 Dehli,	 Silver	 Tankas	 (8),	 Nasir	 al-Din	 Mahmud	 (2),	 Jalal	 al-Din	 Firuz,	 ‘Ala	 al-Din	
Muhammad	(2),	Sher	Shah	Suri,	Muhammad	‘Adil	Suri	(2);	Copper	and	Billon	coins	(5);	Square	
Silver	½-Tanka,	Mahmud	Shah	II	of	Malwa,	year	91;	Bull	and	Horseman	coins	of	the	Shahis	of	
Kabul	(4).		Mostly very fine. 	(18) £80-90

1675	 Sultans	of	Kashmir,	Silver	Sasnu	(2),	in	the	name	of	the	Mughal	ruler,	Humayun	(G&G	K104).	
Very fine and scarce.		(2) £80-90

1676	 Mughal,	Akbar	 (AH	 963-1014;	 1556-1605	AD),	 Gold	 Mohur,	 10.87g,	 year	 984,	 mint	 not	 clear	
(KM108).	About very fine. £200-250

1677	 Mughal,	Selim	Shah	(Jahangir’s	pre-accession	name),	Rupee,	Ahmadabad,	year	2;	other	Rupees	
(7),	 mainly	 Mughal;	 Muslim	 Tokens	 (2)	 and	 a	 portrait	 Qiran	 of	 Nasir	 al-Din	 Qajar,	 Qazvin.	
Mostly very fine, the first scarce.		(11) £70-80

						 						

1678	 Mughal,	 Aurangzeb	 (AH	 1068-1118;	 1658-1707	 AD),	 Gold	 1/8-Rupee,	 1.35g,	 Dar	 al-Khilafa	
Shahjahanabad,	1.4g,	visible	obverse	legend	(A)lamgir bad shah ghazi, no	date	visible.	Very fine 
and extremely rare. £3000-3500	
	

This	coin	is	probably	a	Nisar.	There	is	part	of	an	upright	stroke	at	the	extreme	left	of	the	second	line	of	the	obverse	that	
could	well	represent	the	alif of	the	word	nisār, the	rest	of	which	would	be	off	the	coin.	Gold	Nisars	are	all	very	rare.

1679	 Mughal,	 Jahandar	 (AH	 1124-1125;	 1712-1713	 AD),	 Gold	 Mohur,	 10.91g,	 Mustaqir	 al-Mulk	
(Akbarabad),	ahd,	obv	اح	(KM	363.3	var).	Very fine and scarce. £350-400

																							

1680	 Mughal,	Jahandar,	Rupee,	Itawa,	(1)24	ahd	(KM	363.14);	Rafi‘	al-Derjat,	Rupee,	Gwalior,	1131	
ahd	(KM	405.7).	Very fine and scarce. 	(2)	 £120-150



1681 																	 1682

1681	 Mughal,	Farrukhsiyar	(AH	1124-1131;	1713-1719	AD),	Rupee,	Torgal,	regnal	year	not	clear	(could	
be	2,	3,	or	4)	(KM	377.61).	Very fine and rare. £150-180

1682	 Mughal,	Rafi‘	al-Darjat	(AH	1131;	1719	AD),	Rupee,	Gwalior,	1131/ahd	(KM	405.7).	Very fine and 
very scarce. £100-120

1683	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Mysore,	 Tipu	 Sultan	 (AD	 1792-1799),	 Rupee,	 Khurshed	 Sawad	
AM1218,	year	8	(KM	96).	Toned, good very fine and rare, small flan crack. £800-1000

																			
																																																															1684																														1686

1684	 Independent	Kingdoms,	Mysore,	Tipu	Sultan,	Silver	Khizri	(1/32-Rupee),	AM1214,	year	4,	obv 
dar al-sultana and	date,	rev khizri and	regnal	year.	Very rare. £200-300

1685	 Independent	Kingdoms,	Mysore,	Tipu	Sultan,	Double-Paisa,	Patan,	AM1218, elephant	to	right	
(KM	124.2).	Good very fine, a choice specimen. £120-150

1686	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Harihara	 I	 (1336-1356	 AD),	 Gold	 Pagoda,	 3.39g,	
Hanuman	running	to	right	(Mitch	Karnataka-Andhra	378).	Very fine. £200-250

						 														 						
																																		1687																			1687																														1688																									1688

1687	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Harihara	 II	 (1377-1404),	 ½-Pagodas	 (2),	 1.69g,	 1.58g,	
Lakshmi-Narayana	type	(Mitch	NIS	879).	Both very fine. (2) £100-120

1688	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Krishna	 Devaraya	 (1505-1529	 AD),	 Gold	 Pagodas	 (2),	
3.38g,	3.40g,	Balakrishna	type	(Mitch	NIS	898).	Both very fine. 	(2) £100-120



												 												 												
																															1689																											1690																											1691																												1692

1689	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Achyutaraya	 (1529-1542	 AD),	 Gold	 ½-Pagoda,	 1.70g,	
Gandabherunda	 type	 with	 double-headed	 eagle	 (Mitch	 Karnatak-Andhra	 673).	 	 Good very 
fine. £100-120

1690	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Achyutaraya,	 Gold	 ½-Pagoda,	 1.71g,	 Gandabherunda	
type	with	double-headed	eagle.	Good very fine. £100-120

1691	 Independent	Kingdoms,	Vijayanagar,	Sadasiva	(1542-1570	AD),	Gold	Pagoda,	3.39g,	Lakshmi-
Narayana	type	(Mitch	NIS	910).	About extremely fine. £60-80

1692	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Tirumala	 Raya	 (1565-1570/78	 AD),	 Gold	 Pagoda,	
3.40g,	Rama	type	with	Rama,	Sita	and	Lakshmana	(Mitch	Karnatak-Andhra	804).	Good very 
fine. £200-250

												 												
																																							1693																											1694																																					1695

1693	 Independent	Kingdoms,	Vijayanagar,	Tirumala	Raya,	Gold	½-Pagoda,	1.72g,	Rama	type	with	
Rama,	Sita	and	Lakshmana	(Mitch	Karnataka-Andhra	806).	Good very fine. £150-200

1694	 Independent	 Kingdoms,	 Vijayanagar,	 Ramadevaraya	 (1617-1630	 AD),	 Gold	 Pagoda,	 3.42g,	
Venkateshwara	standing.	Good very fine. 	 £150-200

1695	 Princely	 States,	 Imitative	 Gold	 Coin,	 6.23g,	 in	 the	 style	 of	 Chhatarpur,	 crude	 legend	
naming	 Shah	 ‘Alam	 II,	 year	 25,	 rev	 similar	 legend,	 cross	 (cf	 KM	 19).	 Extremely fine and 
unusual.	 £400-500

1696	 Princely	 States,	 Imitative	 Gold	 Coin,	 6.27g,	 in	 the	 style	 of	 Chhatarpur,	 crude	 legend	
naming	 Shah	 ‘Alam	 II,	 year	 25,	 rev	 similar	 legend,	 cross	 (cf	 KM	 19).	 Extremely fine and 
unusual.	 £400-500

1697	 East	 India	 Company,	 Bengal	 Presidency,	 Calcutta	 Rupee,	 first	 milled	 issue,	 1790,	 mintname	
“Murshidabad”	(Pr	153;	KM	106).	Extremely fine and scarce. £250-300



1698	 East	India	Company,	Bengal	Presidency,	milled	Murshidabad	Rupee,	straight	edge	graining,	
as	Pridmore	172,	but	struck	on	a	slightly	wider	flan,	obv	without	the	five-pointed	star	beneath	
bad,	12.32g,	slightly	lower	than	the	issued	rupees	(12.43g).	Some adjustment marks on reverse, 
limited signs of circulation/handling, about extremely fine.	 £200-300	
	

possibly	a	mint	trial	piece

1699	 East	 India	 Company,	 Bengal	 Presidency,	 ⅛-Rupee,	 Benares,	 -/17/41	 (KM	 33).	 Very fine and 
rare. £150-200

1700	 East	India	Company,	Madras	Presidency,	40-Cash,	1807	issue,	obv plain	dividing	line,	rev	dots	
and	star	(Pr	216;	KM	331.1).	Very fine and very scarce. £150-200

1701	 East	India	Company,	Madras	Presidency,	Gold	3-Swamy	Pagoda,	1740-1807;	Gold	Star	Pagoda	
(KM	C421-426).		Both very fine, scarce.  (2)	 £250-350

				
																																									1702																																																																															1703

1702	 East	 India	Company,	Madras	Presidency,	Silver	½-Pagoda,	 second	 issue,	1808,	 small	English	
letters	with	end	stop	(Pr	171;	KM	354).	Small traces of undertype visible, extremely fine, a superb 
example of this coinage. £500-700

1703	 East	 India	 Company,	 Madras	 Presidency,	 Silver	 ½-Pagoda,	 second	 issue,	 1808,	 large	 English	
letters	(Pr	169;	KM	353).	Very fine. £200-300



1704	 East	 India	Company,	Madras	Presidency,	Silver	½-Pagoda,	 second	 issue,	1808	 (Pr	169).	 	Very 
fine.	 £350-400

1705 											 1706

1705	 East	 India	 Company,	 Madras	 Presidency,	 ¼-Pagoda,	 first	 issue,	 1807,	 nine	 stars	 (Pr	 155;	 KM	
343).	About extremely fine and scarce. £250-300

1706	 East	India	Company,	Madras	Presidency,	¼-Pagoda,	first	issue,	1807,	eleven/one/eleven	stars	
(variety	not	in	Pridmore).	About very fine and rare. £200-250

1707	 Victoria,	Restrike	½-Pice,	1877(c),	crowned	bust	left,	rev	value,	country	and	date	within	floral	
border	(KM	484).	In NGC holder, graded PL64RD.	 £60-80

1708 															 1709

1708	 Portuguese	India,	Maria	II,	Pardão,	1845	(KM	272).	Very fine and scarce. £200-250

1709	 Portuguese	India,	Pedro	V,	Silver	Tanga	(60-Reis),	1858	(KM	277).	About very fine and scarce, part 
of reverse legend affected by the obverse. £250-300

1710	 Miscellaneous,	Cis-Sutlej	Rupees	(5),	mainly	Patiala;	EIC,	Bengal	Presidency,	Silver	coins	(4);	EIC	
Copper	coins	(2)	and	Base	Gold	Stater	of	Pratapaditya	II	of	Jammu	and	Kashmir,	c.5th	century	
AD	(cf	Mitch	ACW	3638-3643).		Mostly very fine. (12) £70-80

	 Italy

1711 											 1712

1711	 Casale,	Guglielmo	II	Paleologo	(1494-1518),	Testone,	ND,	bust	left	(CNI	29/32,	35/40;	MIR	185).	
Pleasing very fine, toned and rare.	 £400-500

1712	 Florence,	 Republic	 (1252-1422),	 Gold	 Florin,	 undated,	 St	 John	 standing,	 S	 IOHANNES.B,	 rev	
florentine	lily,	+FLORENTIA,	3.5g	(F	275).	Good very fine or better, attractive.		 £500-600

1713	 Sardinia,	 Carlo	Alberto	 (1831-1849),	 10-Lire,	 1833P,	 mm	 anchor	 (KM	 114.2).	 	 About very fine, 
rare. £200-250



1714	 Sicily,	Philip	IV	(1621-1665),	Silver	3-Tari,	1648,	Messina	(Sp	65;	MIR	356/20).		As struck with an 
exceptionally well-struck portrait.	 £150-180

1715	 Vatican,	 Innocent	 XI	 (1676-1689),	 Piastra,	 1684,	 Rome,	 bust	 of	 Pope	 to	 right,	 rev four-line	
inscription	within	wreath	(M	29;	Berman	2084).	About extremely fine.	 £500-600

1716	 Vatican,	Clement	XI	(1700-1721),	Gold	½-Scudo,	year	17,	Rome	(M	29;	Berm	2367;	F	189).		Fully 
extremely fine and very attractive.	 £700-800

					 					

1717	 Vatican,	 Innocenzo	 XIII	 (1721-1724),	 Gold	 Scudo	 d’Ozo,	 Year	 II	 (CNI	 13;	 M	 2;	 F	 212).	 	 Very 
pleasing, extremely fine and very rare.	 £1500-2000

1718	 Vatican,	Gregory	XVI	(1831-1846),	Gold	10-Scudi,	1836R,	year	VI,	Rome	(F	263).		About extremely 
fine and pleasing.	 £400-500



1719	 Vatican,	 Pius	 IX	 (1846-1870),	 Gold	 2½-Scudi,	 1859R,	 year	 13,	 Rome	 (F	 273).	 	 Choice extremely 
fine.	 £120-150

																						

1720	 Vatican,	Pius	IX,	Gold	20-Lire,	1868R,	year	23,	and	Gold	10-Lire,	1866R,	year	21	(F	280,	281).		Both 
very fine.	 £250-300

																				

1721	 Venice,	Republic,	Ludovico	Manin	(1789-1797),	Gold	Zecchino,	Doge	and	St	Mark,	rev Christ,	
3.2g	(F	1445);	Byzantine,	Empire	of	Trezibond,	Manuel	I	Comnenus	(1238-1263),	Silver	Trachy.		
About	very fine, ex mount at 12 o’clock and very fine.  (2)		 £100-150

1722	 Venice,	Ducats	(5),	Andrea	Contarini,	Tommaso	Mocenigo,	Francesco	Dona,	Lodovico	Manin	
and	a	Byzantine	½-Solidus,	total	gold	weight	20.7g.	Fine, the third pierced, the last creased, fair. 
(7)	 £300-400

	 Liechtenstein

1723	 Franz	I	 (1929-1938),	Gold	20-Franken,	1930,	6.45g	 (HMZ	2-1383;	F	15).	About uncirculated and 
scarce. £800-1000	
	

only	2500	coins	struck

1724	 Franz	 Joseph	 II	 (1938-1990),	 Gold	 100-Franken,	 1952,	 32.27g	 (HMZ	 2-1385;	 F	 19).	 About 
uncirculated.	 £1200-1500



											

1725	 Franz	Joseph	II,	Gold	50-	and	25-Franken,	1956,	11.27g,	5.64g	(HMZ	2-1386a,	1387a;	F	20,	21).	
Tiny nick on the 25-Franken, otherwise both about uncirculated.  (2)	 £350-400

											

1726	 Franz	Joseph	II,	Gold	50-	and	25-Franken,	1956,	11.27g,	5.64g	(HMZ	2-1386a,	1387a;	F	20,	21).	
Both about uncirculated. (2) £350-400

											

1727	 Franz	Joseph	II,	Gold	50-	and	25-Franken,	1961,	11.30g,	5.64g	(HMZ	2-1386b,	1387b;	F	22,	23).	
Both about uncirculated. £350-400

											

1728	 Franz	Joseph	II,	Gold	20-	and	10-Franken,	1946	(HMZ	2-1388,	1389;	F	17,	18).	Both uncirculated, 
the 10-Franken choice. £250-300

											

1729	 Franz	Joseph	II,	Gold	20-	and	10-Franken,	1946	(HMZ	2-1388,	1389;	F	17,	18).	About uncirculated. 
(2)	 £250-300

	 Mexico

1730	 Empire,	Maximilian	 (1864-1867),	50-Centavos,	1866	Mo	(KM	387).	 	Some very light adjustment 
marks at the top of the head, otherwise toned, extremely fine and scarce.	 £180-220



	 Monaco

1731	 Charles	 III	 (1856-1889),	 Gold	 100-Francs,	 1884,	 Paris,	 32.27g	 (F	 11).	 Almost extremely 
fine. £700-800

	 Montenegro

1732	 Nicholas	I	(1860-1918),	Gold	10-Perpera,	1910	(F	3).	Extremely fine, proof-like and scarce.	 £300-400

	 Morocco	

1733	 10-Dirhams,	AH	1313,	Berlin	mint	(KM	Y13).	Good very fine and scarce. £200-300

	 Netherlands

1734	 Groeningen	besieged	by	the	Bishops	of	Cologne	and	Münster,	Silver	Klippe	50-Stuivers,	1672	
(Delm	736;	KM	27.2).		Fine.	 £250-350



1735	 Kampen,	Gold	Ducat,	Spanish	type,	undated,	confronted	busts	of	Ferdinand	and	Isabel,	letter	C	
between,	rev crowned	quartered	shield	of	arms	(Delm	1101;	F	150).	Slightly double-struck in parts 
of the legend, very fine and scarce.	 £400-500

1736	 Overijssel,	 Rijksdaalder,	 1620	 (Delm	 948;	 V	 138.1).	 Minor edge imperfection, otherwise fine or 
better.  	 £50-80

1737	 West	Friesland,	Rijksdaalder,	1621	(Delm	940;	V	64.3).		Somewhat double-struck but generally better 
than fine.	 £60-80

	 Poland

						 						

1738	 Ladislas	IV	(1632-1648),	Gold	Ducat,	1635	II,	Thorn,	3.36g	(Kop	8294;	F	58).		Trace of creasing and 
subsequent imperfections, but generally very fine and rare.	 £2500-3000



1739	 Ladislas	IV,	Gold	Ducat,	1646	GR,	Thorn,	3.45g	(Kop	8305;	F	-).		Minor striking weakness across the 
bust, otherwise a wonderful choice extremely fine example of this very rare date.	 £3000-4000

	

1740	 Jan	Casimir	(1649-1668),	Gold	Ducat,	1659	HD-L,	Thorn,	3.34g	(Kop	8353;	F	60).		Lightly toned 
and a very pleasing, near extremely fine and rare.	 £2500-3500

1741	 Michael	Korybut	(1669-1673),	Gold	Double-Ducat,	undated,	Thorn,	6.91g,	rev	city	view	(Kop	-;	
F	66).		Somewhat wavy flan, otherwise about mint state and very rare.	 £7000-9000



						 						

1742	 Augustus	III	(1733-1763),	Gold	Ducat,	1754	EDC,	Leipzig,	3.43g	(Kop	2144;	F	2855,	Saxony).		The 
odd minor edge imperfection but generally extremely fine and brilliant.	 £2000-2500

						 						

1743	 Stanislas	August	 Poniatowski	 (1764-1795),	 Gold	 Ducat,	 1766	 FS,	 Warsaw,	 3.46g	 (Kop	 3499;	 F	
103).		Flan a little uneven and miniscule scratch above “G” of “AUG”, otherwise a strong good very fine 
with a better reverse, extremely rare.	 £5000-6000

1744 																	 1745

1744	 Stanislas	August	Poniatowski,	Gold	Ducat,	1789	EB,	Warsaw,	3.48g	(Kop	2529;	F	104).		Good very 
fine, the reverse better and scarce.	 £1000-1200

1745	 Duchy	of	Warsaw,	Frederick	August	(1812-1815),	Gold	Ducat,	1812	IB,	3.49g	(Kop	3703;	F	68).		
Light adjustment marks and the odd hairline that does not detract from the general appearance of this 
brilliant, good extremely fine and scarce piece.	 £1500-2000

						 					

1746	 Under	Russia,	Alexander	I	(1815-1825),	Gold	25-Zlotych	Polskich,	1833	KG,	Warsaw,	4.89g	(Kop	
2734;	 F	 110).	 	Some hairlines and the odd edge nick, but generally brilliant extremely fine and very 
rare.	 £4000-5000



1747 																			 1748

1747	 Revolutionary	Period	(1830-1831),	Gold	Ducat,	1831,	Warsaw,	3.47g	(Kop	2750;	F	114).		Brilliant, 
good extremely fine and scarce.	 £800-1000

1748	 Revolutionary	Period,	Gold	Ducat,	1831,	Warsaw,	3.49g	(Kop	2750;	F	114).		Brilliant, good extremely 
fine and scarce.	 £800-1000

1749	 Silver	30-Kopecks	2-Zlote,	1839	MW;	Revolution,	2-Zlote,	1831	(KM	C132,	C123).		Fine and very 
fine.		(2)	 £60-80

1750	 Assorted	Silver	(53)	and	Copper	(5)	coins,	pre-1700.		A few damaged pieces, but generally mostly fine 
to very fine, an interesting lot worth serious viewing. 	(58)	 £300-400

1751	 Assorted	Silver	(18)	and	Minor	Copper	(3)	coins,	pre-1700,	including	5-Zlotych	(2),	1829,	1838.		
Mostly fine to very fine, some scarce issues. 	(21)	 £250-300

1752	 Danzig,	Stefan	Batory	(1576-1586),	Grosz,	1579	(Kop	7433),	together	with	Orts	of	Sigismund	III	
(5)	and	Jan	Casimir	(1),	anad	6-Groszy	(3),	of	August	III.		First very fine and scarce, all others fine to 
very fine.  (10)	 £300-400

	 Portugal

1753 													 1754

1753	 Luís	I	(1861-1889),	Gold	5000-Réis	(F	150).		Very fine.	 £200-250

	 Romania

1754	 Carol	I	(1866-1914),	Commemorative	Gold	20-Lei,	1906,	40th	Year	of	Reign	(F	5).		Extremely fine 
and scarce.	 £200-250

			 			

1755	 Carol	 II	 (1930-1940),	 Gold	 100-Lei,	 1940,	 32.40g	 (Rauta	 19;	 S&S	 110;	 F	 17).	 	 A few tiny marks, 
otherwise about uncirculated and very rare.	 £6000-8000



	 Russia

1756	 Peter	I,	Silver	Denga,	no	date,	novodel,	Tsar	on	horseback	with	sabre	riding	right,	within	circle	
of	pellets,	rev	legend	in	five	lines.		Mint state, rare.	 £150-200

1757	 Silver	Wire	Money	(31),	assorted	types.		Fine or better, one pierced.		(31)	 £120-150

1758	 Silver	 Roubles	 (5),	 1829,	 1851,	 1888	 (2),	 1891,	 Polupoltinnik,	 1770;	 Nicholas	 II,	 Silver	
Award;	Westfriesland,	Silver	Ducaton,	1789;	Baden,	Silver	2-Marks,	1913.	 	Generally fair 
to fine.		(9)	 £80-100

1759	 Silver	Poltinas	 (9),	1839,	1845,	1854,	1855,	1857,	1858,	1910,	1911,	1912.	Fine to very fine.  
(9)	 £100-150

1760	 Silver	25-Kopecks	(13),	1829,	1836,	1837,	1839,	1839 СБП error,	1840,	1850,	1851,	1855,	1856,	1860,	
1877,	1900.		Fine or slightly better.		(13)	 £150-200

1761	 Silver	20-Kopecks	(14),	1820	(2),	1823,	1830,	1839,	1840,	1847,	1850,	1857,	1859,	1860,	1862,	1866,	
1870;	Silver	15-Kopecks,	1860,	10-Kopecks,	1818.		Fair to fine, a few better. 	(16)	 £150-200

																					

1762	 Georgia,	Silver	2-Abaze	(2),	1830	AT,	1831	AT	(Uzd	4440,	4442).		Good fine.		(2)	 £60-80

1763	 Nicholas	 II,	 Silver	 50-Kopecks,	 1912,	 20-Kopecks	 (3),	 1914,	 1915,	 1916,	 15-Kopecks	 (4),	 1912,	
1914,	1915,	1916,	10-Kopecks	 (4),	1912,	1914,	1915,	1916;	Copper	3-Kopecks,	1915,	2-Kopecks,	
1914,	Kopeck,	1915,	½-Kopeck,	1898.		Extremely fine or better.		(16)	 £150-200

1764	 Commemorative	Rouble	1912	ЭБ,	the	Centenary	of	the	Defeat	of	Napoleon	(Bit	334;	Sev	4164	
(R);	Uzd	4200	(R)).	Good very fine. £600-800



	 Serbia

																											

1765	 Milan	 Obrenovich	 IV	 (1868-1889),	 Gold	 20-Dinara,	 1879,	 Paris	 (Fr	 3);	 Gold	 10-Dinara,	 1882,	
Vienna	(Fr	5).		Both very fine. (2)	 £250-300

1766	 Alexander	I	(1921-1934),	Gold	20-Dinara,	1925	(F	3).		Extremely fine.	 £200-250

	 Sierra	Leone

1767	 George	III,	Proof	Cent,	1791	(FT	9A;	KM	1).	Chocolate colour, proof FDC, scarce.	 £150-250

	 South	Africa

1768	 ZAR,	Kruger,	Gold	Pond,	1896	(Hz	49;	F	2).		Good very fine, the reverse better.	 £300-400

1769 										 1770

1769	 ZAR,	 2½-Shillings,	 1897,	 bust	 of	 Kruger,	 rev	 shield	 of	 arms	 (KM	 7).	 About extremely 
fine.	 £150-250	
	

ex	Zimmer	collection,	Triton	XII,	January	2009

1770	 ZAR,	Penny,	1892,	bust	of	Kruger,	rev	shield	of	arms	(KM	2).	Almost extremely fine.	 £100-150	
	

ex	Zimmer	collection,	Triton	XII,	January	2009

1771	 George	 V	 (1910-1936),	 Halfcrowns	 (4),	 1928,	 1930,	 1932,	 1936	 (Hern	 S279,	 S281,	 S283,	
S287).		All in holders graded NGC AU55, NGC AU58, PCGS MS64 and NGC AU55 respectively.  
(4) £300-350



1772	 George	V,	Florin,	1927	(Hern	S240).		In NGC holder graded AU58. £150-200

1773	 George	V,	Florin,	1928	(Hern	S241).		In NGC holder graded AU55. £300-350

1774	 George	V,	Florins	(4),	1932	(2),	1935,	1936	(Hern	S245	(2),	S248,	S249).		All in holders graded NGC 
MS63, PCGS MS64, PCGS MS62 and NGC AU58 respectively.  (4) £200-250

1775	 George	V,	Shilling,	1929	(Hern	S204).		In NGC holder graded MS63. £400-500

1776	 George	V,	Shillings	(5),	1932,	1933	(3),	1935	(Hern	S207,	S208	(3),	S210).		All in holders graded NGC 
MS62, NGC AU58, PCGS MS64, PCGS MS65 and PCGS MS64 respectively.  (5) £300-350

																			

1777	 George	 V,	 Sixpences	 (2),	 1927	 (2)	 (Hern	 S164).	 	 In NGC holders graded AU55 and MS62.  
(2) £100-120

1778	 George	V,	Threepences	(5),	1924,	1926,	1929,	1932	(2)	(Hern	S122,	S126,	S128,	S131	(2)).	 	All in 
NGC holders graded MS61, MS62, MS65, MS63 and MS64 respectively.  (5) £120-150

1779	 George	V,	Pennies	(5),	1923,	1928,	1929,	1934,	1936	(Hern	S82,	S88,	S89,	S94,	S96).		All in NGC 
holders graded MS64, AU58, MS62, MS62 and MS63 respectively.  (5) £250-300

1780	 George	V,	Halfpennies	(2),	1923,	1925,	Farthings	(2),	1923,	1930	(Hern	S42,	S45A,	S1,	S9).		All in 
NGC holders graded MS63, AU55, MS65 and AU58 respectively.  (4) £150-200

1781	 George	VI	(1936-1952),	Halfcrowns	(2),	1939,	1944,	Florins	(2),	1937,	Sixpence,	1938,	Pennies	(2),	
1937	and	Crown,	1954	(Hern	S290,	S295,	S250	(2),	S175,	S97	(2),	S319).		All in NGC holders graded 
MS63, MS63, AU58, MS61, MS61, MS63, MS63 and MS63 respectively.  (8) £200-300



1782	 Republic,	Gold	Krugerand,	1983,	33.95g	(F	B1,	one	ounce	fine).		About uncirculated.	 £750-850

																																		

1783	 Rhodesia,	Proof	Threepence	(2),	1968,	in	original	South	African	Mint	case	for	two	(KM	8).		Both 
Proof, about as struck and extremely rare.	 £600-800	
	

with	a	total	of	only	10	pieces	struck,	this	set	represents	one-fifth	of	the	entire	mintage

	 Spain

1784 										 1785

1784	 Carlos	y	Juana	(1516-1556),	Gold	Escudo,	undated,	Seville,	3.27g	(Cal	57;	F	153).		A little weakness, 
about very fine.	 £400-600

	 Sweden

1785	 Erik	XIV	(1560-1568),	16-Öre	(Klipping),	1564	(SM	45).	Very fine for issue.	 £150-200

						

																																																											1786																																																																						1787

1786	 Christina	(1632-1654),	Riksdaler,	1645,	Stockholm	(SM	type	III,	17;	Dav	4525).	 	Legends a little 
double-struck and small flan break by 7 o’clock, otherwise a pleasing good very fine with excellent 
portrait.	 £700-900

1787	 Karl	XV	(1859-1872),	Gold	1-Carolin	–	10-Francs,	1868	(F	92).		Uncirculated.	 £200-250



	 Switzerland

1788	 Luzern,	Beromünster	Abbey,	Medallic	St	Michael	Pfennig,	c.1720s,	signed	IM,	garnished	arms	
of	Beromünster,	BERO	COM	DE	LENZB,	rev	St	Michael	slays	Devil,	COLLEG	BERO-SVIS	BENEV	D	
D,	30mm,	6.28g.		Choice extremely fine.	 £200-300	
	

The	“Michelpfennige”	of	Beromünster	were	first	struck	in	1720,	on	the	1000th	anniversary	of	the	founding	of	the	abbey	
by	Bero	von	Lenzberg.	They	are	recorded	in	gold	and	silver	in	a	variety	odd	styles	and	weights.	

							

1789	 Thalers	(5),	Geneva,	1723	(KM	69),	Luzern	(2),	1813,	1814	(KM	-,	100;	Dav	366,	367),	Zürich,	1783	
(KM	175;	Dav	1798),	Basel,	1765	(KM	169;	Dav	1754);	½-Thalers	(2),	Basel,	city	view	and	Zürich,	
1773	(KM	145,	156).		Mostly very fine, some better.  (7)	 £500-600

	 USA

1790	 Gold	20-Dollars,	1904S,	Liberty	head	(F	178).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

										
																															

																		1791																																																																							1792

1791	 Gold	20-Dollars,	1908,	St	Gaudens,	no	motto	(F	183).		About extremely fine.	 £800-900

1792	 Gold	10-Dollars,	1886S,	Liberty	head	(F	160).		Very fine.	 £400-450



1793 																	 1794

1793	 Gold	5-Dollars,	1835,	Classic	head	(F	135).		Small mount-mark at top, otherwise fine.	 £200-250

1794	 Gold	5-Dollars,	1838D,	Dahlonega,	Classic	head, 8.02g	(Breen	6518;	F	137).	May have been worn 
in jewellery, about very fine and rare. £800-1000

																		
																																													

							1795																																																									1796

1795	 Gold	5-Dollars,	1882,	Liberty	head	(F	143).		Good very fine.	 £200-250

1796	 Gold	5-Dollars,	1910,	Indian	head	(F	148).		Extremely fine.	 £200-250

																										
																																																					1797																																																								1798

1797	 Gold	2½-Dollars,	1839O,	New	Orleans,	Classic	head,	4.08g	(Br	6153;	F	113).	Very fine. £300-400

1798	 Gold	2½-Dollars,	1853,	Liberty	head	(F	114).		Good very fine.	 £150-200

							 											
																																						1799																																								1799																																								1800

1799	 Gold	2½-Dollars	(2),	1909,	1926,	 Indian	head	(Br	6331,	6341;	F	120).	Both about extremely fine.  
(2)	 £300-400

1800	 Gold	Dollar,	1855,	narrow	Indian	Princess	head,	1.65g	(Br	6039;	F	89).	A few scratches and a knock 
on the reverse, very fine. £120-150

1801	 Silver	Dollar,	1859O,	seated	Liberty.		Fine or better with light graffiti in the reverse field above eagle, 
scarce.	 £150-200



											
																						

																			1802																																																																														1803

1802	 ½-Dollar,	1811,	capped	bust,	small	8	(Breen	4602).	Three very light scratches above eagle and slight 
die crack along upper and lower reverse, otherwise nicely toned, extremely fine.	 £250-300

1803	 ½-Dollar,	1827,	capped	bust,	square	based	2	(Breen	4670).	Bright extremely fine. £200-250

																			

1804	 ½-Dollar,	1829,	¼-Dollar,	1818.		First very fine, the second nearly so. (2)	 £150-200

									
																												

																			1805																																																																					1806

1805	 ½-Dollar,	1839O,	New	Orleans,	capped	bust	(Breen	4739).	Light scratches in the reverse field and a 
few other insignificant imperfections, otherwise extremely fine and pleasantly toned. £400-450

1806	 ½-Dollar,	1841O,	New	Orleans.		Pleasantly toned, about uncirculated.	 £180-220

										 												

																												1807																																															1808																																																1809

1807	 ½-Dime,	1837,	flat	topped	“1”	(Breen	3008).		In NGC holder graded MS62, rare.	 £400-500

1808	 ½-Dime,	1837,	Liberty	seated,	flat	topped	“1”	(Breen	3008).	Small dig by the knee of Liberty, otherwise 
almost extremely fine, rare. £80-100

1809	 ½-Dime,	1838,	normal	stars	(Breen	3010).		In NGC holder graded MS64.	 £250-300



1810	 Cents	(2),	large	draped	bust,	1800,	1805;	Cent,	Liberty	head,	1826/5.		First fine, the second fine/very 
fine but a little porous, the third good very fine or better with some spots. 	(3)	 £300-400

1811	 ½-Cent,	 1804,	 “crosslet	 4”	with	 stems,	fine;	½-Cent,	 1805,	 large	5,	very good;	½-Cent,	 1828,	 13	
stars,	fine;	¼-Cent,	1919,	fine;	Washington,	½-Penny,	1783,	small	bust,	plain,	very fine;	New	Jersey,	
½-Penny,	1787,	serpent	head,	large	planchet,	“PLURIBS”,	good.		(6)	 £300-400

						 						

1812	 ½-Cents	(2),	1829,	1834;	Cents	(5),	1830,	1837,	1843,	1848,	1864;	Nickel	3-Cents,	1867;	Silver	
½-Dime,	 1835;	 Nickel	 5-Cents,	 1868;	 Silver	 Dimes	 (2),	 1854,	 1875.	 Fine to extremely fine.	
(12)	 £300-400

																

1813	 Talbot,	Allum	&	Lee	Cent,	1795,	NEW	YORK,	edge	inscribed	WE	PROMISE	TO	PAY	THE	BEARER	
ONE	CENT,	9.67g	(Br	1035);	North	American	Token,	1781	(Br	1144).		First about uncirculated with 
traces of lustre, the second very fine.		(2)	 £250-300

1814	 Elephant	½-Penny,	undated	 (1672?),	 thick	flan	 (Br	186;	Peck	503).	Die crack above elephant but 
generally very fine and rare.	 £600-700

																

1815	 Starry	Pyramid	Copper	½-Penny	 (often	 referred	 to	as	“Kentuky	Token”),	undated,	 9.72g	 (Br	
1155);	 Franklin	 Press,	 Copper	 ½-Penny,	 7.85g	 (Br	 1165).	 	 First about uncirculated with traces of 
lustre, the second about extremely fine.		(2)	 £250-300



	_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
	_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 A	COLLECTION	OF	WEST	INDIAN	COINS,	TOKENS	&	CHECKS
	 mainly	cut	and	countermarked	but	including	some	modern	coins

	 Curaçao

					 																			 					
																																																		1816																																																											1817

1816	 Under	Dutch	Administration,	3-Reales,	1801,	cut	quarter	segment	of	a	Spanish	Dollar,	cut	edges	
crenated,	 rev	 countermarked	with	 rosace,	pellets	 in	angles,	 6.74g	 (Pr	p.251,	fig.25;	Sch	1368).		
Coin fine, countermark very fine and very rare.	 £1000-1200

1817	 Under	Dutch	Administration,	3-Reales,	1818,	cut	fifth	segment	of	an	1817	Spanish	Dollar,	cut	
edges	crenated,	rev	countermarked	“3”	within	circle	in	relief,	5.39g	(Pr	p.252,	fig.27;	Sch	1387).		
Coin and countermark very fine.	 £100-150

					 																			 				
																																																							1818																																																	1819

1818	 Under	Dutch	Administration,	¼-Guilder,	1838,	cut	segment	of	a	Dutch	Guilder	with	cut	edges	
crenated,	rev	countermarked	“C”	within	oval	incident,	2.59g	(Pr	p.253,	fig.29;	Sch	1388).		Very 
fine, countermark better.	 £100-150

1819	 Real,	1821,	8	acorns,	1.69g	(Sch	1389c;	KM	26.3).		Good very fine or better.	 £100-150

	 Dominica

		 																			 		
																																																				1820																																																																1821

1820	 2-Bitts,	undated	(c.1769),	heart-shaped	piercing	cut	from	a	Spanish	2-Reales	of	1708,	4.27g	(Pr	8).	 
Very fine and rare.	 £250-300

1821	 Bitt,	undated	(c.1770-1772),	2.69g,	heart-shaped	piercing	cut	from	a	Spanish	Real	of	1792,	with	a	
patterned	border	on	the	cut	edges	of	the	obverse	(Pr	19).		Very fine and rare.	 £200-250

		

1822	 Moco	or	1½-Bitts,	c.1798,	centre	segment	from	the	Dollar	with	15	crenations,	stamped	on	one	
side	“D”	(in	script),	radiate	and	small	star	within	the	loop	of	“D”,	3.21g	(Pr	22).		Unusually choice 
for issue.	 £60-80



			 															 					

1823	 6-Bitts,	c.1813,	circular	segment	from	a	Spanish	Dollar,	obv	countermarked	“6”	crowned	within	
shaped	indent,	bevelled	edge	roughly	grained	left,	8.99g	(Pr	27).	Host coin fair, countermark very 
fine, rare.	 £100-120

1824	 3-Bitts,	 c.1813,	 centred	 cut	 half	 of	 the	 centre	 circular	 segment	 from	 a	 Spanish	 Dollar,	
countermarked	“3”	crowned	within	a	shaped	indent,	bevelled	edge	grained	left,	4.04g	(Pr	29).		
Host coin worn, countermark very fine, rare.	 £150-200

	 Dutch	West	Indies

		

1825	 ¼-Guilder,	1794W,	2.62g	(Sch	1355;	KM	2).		Nicely toned, choice extremely fine, scarce.	 £150-200

	 Guadeloupe

1826 									 1827

1826	 40-Sous,	Spanish	2-Reales	of	1780,	Madrid,	obv countermarked	with	crude	crowned	“G”	within	
oblong	indent,	from	the	same	punch	as	Pridmore	lot	402,	a	contemporary	forgery,	5.63g	(Pr	4).		
Host coin fine or better, the countermark very fine and rare.	 £150-200

1827	 40-Sous,	French	1/5-Ecu	of	1749,	Paris,	obv countermarked	with	a	crude	crowned	“6”	within	
oblong	indent,	from	the	same	punch	as	Pridmore	lot	402,	a	contemporary	forgery,	5.56g	(Pr	4)	
Host coin fine or better, the countermark very fine and rare.	 £150-200

	 Jamaica

1828 													 1829

1828	 Real	(c.1758),	Spanish	Real,	1758,	Lima	JM,	countermarked	“GR”	floriate	within	a	circular	indent	
both	sides,	3.33g	(Pr	7;	KM	3).		Coin and countermark good very fine and rare.	 £250-300

1829	 ½-Real	(c.1758),	Spanish	½-Real,	1758	Lima	JM,	similar	“GR”	countermark	from	smaller	punch,	
1.64g	(Pr	8;	KM	1.3).		Coin and countermark good very fine and rare.	 £200-250



1830 												 1831

1830	 Copper	 ½-Penny	 Token,	 undated,	 PAYABLE	 WILLIAM	 SMITH	 IN	 KINGSTON,	 rev	 JAMAICA	 at	
centre,	issued	for	general	currency	(Pr	133).		Good very fine and rare.	 £80-100

1831	 Proof	Penny,	1869	(Pr	9A;	KM	17).		Lightly toned, about uncirculated. £150-200

													

1832	 Proof	Halfpenny,	1869,	and	a	regular	circulation	piece	(Pr	51A,	51;	KM	16).		First with a tiny spot 
in the obverse field, otherwise both choice uncirculated, first rare. (2)	 £200-250

1833	 Penny,	1882,	plain	(Pr	13;	KM	17).		Nicely toned, good very fine and a very rare date.	 £80-100

	 	

1834	 Penny,	Halfpenny	and	Farthing,	1887	(Pr	17,	58,	96;	KM	17,	16,	15).	All choice uncirculated, the first 
two scarce. 	(3)	 £100-150

		 	
																				

											1835																																																									1836																																														1836

1835	 Penny,	1888	(Pr	18;	KM	17).	 	The very rarest date of this series, tiny spot below second “8” of date, 
otherwise prooflike uncirculated.  	 £400-500

1836	 Halfpenny,	1888,	Farthing,	1884	(Pr	59,	94;	KM	16,	15).	Both brilliant uncirculated.	(2)	 £100-120



									

1837	 Halfpenny	(2),	1899,	1900	(Pr	67,	68;	KM	16).		Both uncirculated. (2)	 £150-200

	 	

1838	 Penny,	Halfpenny	and	Farthing,	1905	(Pr	31,	72,	110;	KM	23,	22,	21).		First with a tiny spot in the 
obverse field, otherwise all choice uncirculated.		(3)	 £150-200

												

1839	 Penny	(2),	1909,	1910	(Pr	34,	35;	KM	23).		Uncirculated to brilliant uncirculated.		(2)	 £80-100

1840	 Proof	Penny,	1950	(Pr	49A;	KM	35).		Choice proof and rare.	 £150-200

	 Martinique

		 																				
																																																						1841																																																							1842

1841	 3-Escalins	or	Moco	(1797),	cut	quarter-segment	of	a	Spanish	Dollar	of	Charles	IV,	FM,	Mexico	
(1791-1803),	crenated	edges,	6.61g	(Pr	1,	this specimen).	 Almost extremely fine.	 £200-250

	 Saint	Eustatius

1842	 Herman	Gossling,	Brass	½-Bitt	Token,	1.22g	(Pr	p.264,	fig.46;	L	453).		Almost extremely fine and 
very rare.	 £120-150



	 Saint	Lucia

			 																				 			
																																																1843																																																						1844

1843	 2-Livres	5-Sols	(1813),	cut	side-segment	of	a	Spanish	Dollar	of	Charles	IV	stamped	“S.	Lucie”,	
5.62g	(Pr	10;	VG	1162).		Host coin very fine, countermark better.	 £200-250

	 Saint	Vincent

1844	 ¼-Dollar,	(1797),	cut	quarter-segment	of	a	Spanish	Dollar	of	Charles	III,	obv	countermarked	with	
three	“SV”	monograms	within	plain	rectangular	indent	with	bevelled	corners,	6.57g	(Pr	4).		Host 
coin fair, countermark about very fine and rare.	 £300-400	

	 Tobago

1845	 Moco	 or	 1½-Bitts	 (1798),	 centre	 segment	 from	 the	 Spanish	 Dollar	 with	 15	 crenations,	 obv 
stamped	with	script	“T”	radiate	with	pellet	at	centre,	3.49g	 (Pr	2).	 	Good very fine and very 
rare.	 £1000-1200

	 Tortola

						 										 		 											 			
																							1846																																																					1847																																																			

				1848

1846	 ½-Dollar,	 1801,	 type	 I	 countermark,	 cut	 half-segment	 of	 a	 Spanish	 Dollar	 of	 Charles	 IV,	 obv 
countermarked	“TORTOLA”	within	rectangular	indent,	13.01g	(Pr	1).		Host coin and countermark 
fine.	 £200-250

1847	 ¼-Dollar,	 1801,	 type	 I	 countermark,	 cut	 segment	 of	 a	 Spanish	 Dollar	 of	 Charles	 IV,	 obv 
countermarked	 “TORTOLA”	 within	 rectangular	 indent,	 4.86g	 (Pr	 3).	 	 Host coin about fine, the 
countermark nearly very fine.	 £120-150

1848	 ½-Dollar,	type	II	countermark	(1805-1824),	cut	half-segment	of	a	Spanish	Dollar	of	Charles	IV,	
FM	Mexico,	countermarked	with	a	crude	“TIRTILA”	within	shaped	indent,	13.56g	(Pr	8).		Host 
coin fine, countermark very fine.	 £200-250



	 Trinidad

	

1849	 9-Shillings	or	9-Bitts	(1811),	Spanish	Dollar	of	1795,	FM	Mexico,	pierced	from	obverse	with	a	
central	octagonal	hole,	cut	edges	plain,	23.70g	(Pr	3).		Very fine.	 £400-500

	

1850	 9-Shillings	or	9-Bitts	(1811),	Spanish	Dollar	of	1796,	FM	Mexico,	pierced	from	obverse	with	a	
central	octagonal	hole,	cut	edges	plain,	23.81g	(cf	Pr	3).		Fine.	 £300-400

	 Surinam

1851	 4-Doits,	1679,	obv parrot,	“4”	behind	head,	AN	1679	in	exergue,	rev blank	(rough)	(Sch	1434c).		
Very fine and rare.	 £150-200

1852 																			 1853

1852	 2-Doits,	1979,	obv	parrot,	“2”	behind	head,	rev	 tree	 (Sch	1435).	 	Better than very fine and very 
rare.	 £200-250

1853	 2-Doits,	1979,	obv parrot,	“2”	behind	head,	rev tree	(Sch	1435B).	 Good very fine, rare.	 £150-200

										

1854	 Doit	 (2),	 1764,	 struck	 at	 Enkhuisen,	 obv	 cocoa	 tree,	 17	 64	 either	 side,	 ZEV	 SOCIETEIT	 VAN	
SURINAME	in	three	lines	(Sch	1437).		Both pleasing, good very fine and rare.	(2)	 £150-200



	 Barbados

1855	 Proof	 Penny,	 1788,	 rev pineapple,	 17.35g	 (Pr	 19;	 KM	 TnA9).	 	 Tiny spots above “R” and “V” of 
“SERVE”, otherwise a choice dark chocolate-coloured about FDC proof.	 £200-250

																	
																																																1856																																																																								1857

1856	 Proof	Penny,	1792,	rev Neptune	in	chariot,	15.72g	(Pr	23;	KM	Tn10a).		Usual reverse die flaw as on 
all restrikes, otherwise almost an perfect proof and scarce.	 £300-400

1857	 Proof	½-Penny,	1792,	rev Neptune	in	chariot,	10.16g,	companion	piece	to	the	previous	lot	(Pr	25;	
KM	Tn9a).		With the inevitable die-crack across the obverse that is prevalent on all such restrikes, and 
the tiniest spot on the neck, otherwise a lovely proof. £250-350

	 British	Honduras

1858	 Cent,	1885	(Pr	48;	KM	6).		Brilliant uncirculated, rare in such high grade.	 £100-120

	 British	Guiana

1859	 Brass	Token	(c.1890),	PICKERSGILL	SAW	MILLS	LTD.	POMEROON	BRITISH	GUIANA/GOOD	FOR	
100	IN	MERCHANDISE,	edge	plain,	38mm	(L	117).		Good very fine and rare.	 £150-200



	_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
	_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

	 A	COLLECTION	OF	COINS	OF	THE	ORIENT

	 China

1860	 Chihli	Province,	Silver	Pattern	Pei	Yang	Tael,	Kuang	Hsu,	year	33,	(1907),	dragon,	three	dots	in	
curve	on	central	pearl,	rev	Chinese	inscription	(Kann	938;	KM	Y74.2;	L&M	437).		In PCGS holder 
graded XF45.	 £25,000-30,000

																											
										1861																																																																																						1862

1861	 Fengtien	Province,	Silver	Dollar,	Kuang	Hsu,	year	24	(1898),	dragon,	rev	Chinese	and	English	
inscriptions	(Kann	244;	L&M	471).		Good very fine.	 £400-600

1862	 Hupeh	 Province,	 Silver	 Tael,	 Kuang	 Hsu,	 year	 30	 (1904),	 dragon,	 rev	 Chinese	 inscription,	
small	character	variety	(KM	Y128.2;	Kann	933;	L&M	180).		Slightly polished, otherwise extremely 
fine.	 £1400-1800



1863	 Hupeh	Province,	Silver	Tael,	Kuang	Hsu,	year	30	(1904),	dragon,	rev	Chinese	inscription,	small	
character	variety	(KM	Y128.2;	Kann	933;	L&M	180).	Satin surfaces, extremely fine.	 £1400-1800

						
																																

												1864																																																																																1865

1864	 Kiangnan	Province,	Silver	Dollar,	CD1904,	dragon,	rev	Chinese	inscription,	HAH	CH	(Kann	99;	
L&M	258).		Almost extremely fine.	 £100-150

1865	 Kwangtung	 Province,	 Silver	 50-Cents,	 ND	 (1891),	 dragon,	 rev	 Chinese	 inscription	 (Kann	 27;	
L&M	134).		Extremely fine.	 £300-350

1866 										 1867

1866	 Manchurian	Provinces,	Silver	50-Cents,	Kuang	Hsu,	year	33	(1907)	(Kann	256;	L&M	488).		Almost 
extremely fine.	 £400-500

1867	 Szechuan	Province,	Copper	10-Cash,	CD1906,	Tai	Ch’ing	type	(CCC	400;	KM	T10t).		Minor carbon 
spot on dragon, otherwise mint state with much red lustre.	 £50-80

1868	 Tientsin	 Silver	 Pattern	 Dollar,	 ND	 (1910),	 dragon	 within	 circle,	 “$1”	 below,	 rev	 Chinese	 and	
Manchu	legend	(KM	K219;	Kann	219;	L&M	24).		Extremely fine with peripheral toning.	 £3000-3500



1869	 Republic,	Hsu	Shih-Chang,	Silver	Dollar,	year	10	(1921),	¾-facing	bust,	rev	pavilion	(Kann	676;	
L&M	864).		Brilliant mint state with light golden tone.	 £3000-4000

1870	 Republic,	Sun	Yat-Sen,	Silver	50-Cents,	year	25,	1936	(Kann	633;	L&M	116).		In NGC holder graded 
MS63, uncirulated with lustre, very rare.	 £7000-8000	
	

ex	Dr	Norman	Jacobs	Collection,	Hong	Kong	Coin	Auction	44,	lot	581

																					
																			1871																																																																																1872	

1871	 Republic,	Tsao	Kun	Silver	Dollar,	ND	(1923),	¾-facing	bust	in	civilian	dress,	rev	crossed	flags	
(Kann	677;	L&M	958).		Good extremely fine with dappled tone.	 £1200-1500

1872	 Republic,	Tsao	Kun,	Silver	Dollar,	ND	(1923),	¾-facing	bust	in	civilian	dress,	rev	crossed	flags	
(Kann	678;	L&M	958).		Prooflike mint state, with minor hairlines.	 £1500-2000



1873	 Republic,	Tsao	Kun,	Silver	Dollar,	ND	(1923),	¾-facing	bust	in	military	dress,	rev	crossed	flags	
(Kann	677;	L&M	959).		Prooflike mint state, with minor markss.	 £1500-2000

		
																															

									1874																																																																																	1875

1874	 Republic,	Tuan	Chi-Jui,	Silver	Dollar,	ND	(1924),	¾-facing	bust,	rev	Chinese	characters	“peace”	
within	wreath	(Kann	683;	L&M	865).		Cleaned, extremely fine.	 £500-700

1875	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Silver	Pattern	Dollar,	year	3,	1914,	¾-facing	bust,	rev	value	in	Chinese	
in	wreath	(Kann	643;	L&M	72).		In NGC holder graded MS62, mid grey tone. £1500-200

1876	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Gold	Dollar,	flying	dragon	(KM	Y332;	Kann	663;	L&M	1114).	Extremely 
fine.	 £5000-6000

1877	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Gold	Dollar,	flying	dragon	(KM	Y332;	Kann	663;	L&M	1114).		Extremely 
fine.	 £5000-6000



1878	 Republic,	 Yuan	 Shih-Kai,	 Silver	 Dollar,	 ND	 (1914),	 ¾-facing	 military	 bust	 in	 plumed	
hat,	 rev	Chinese	value	 in	wreath,	ONE	DOLLAR	below	(KM	Y322;	Kann	642;	L&M	858).		
Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

								
																												

																		1879																																																																														1880

1879	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Silver	Dollar,	ND	 (1914),	¾-facing	military	bust	 in	plumed	hat,	 rev	
flying	dragon	(KM	Y332;	Kann	663;	L&M	942).		Extremely fine with lustre.	 £1500-2000

1880	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Silver	50-Cents,	year	3	(1914),	bust	left,	rev	wreath	(KM	Y328;	L&M	64).	
Very fine.	 £80-100

		
																														

										1881																																																																																	1882

1881	 Republic,	Kansu	Province,	Silver	Dollar,	year	3	(1914),	left	facing	bust	of	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	extra	
Chinese	characters	on	either	side,	rev	Kuomintang	star	(Kann	759;	KM	Y407;	L&M	617).		Almost 
extremely fine for issue.	 £800-1000

1882	 Republic,	 Kansu	 Province,	 Silver	 Dollar,	 year	 17	 (1928),	 facing	 bust	 of	 Yuan	 Shih-Kai,	 rev	
Kuomintang	star	(Kann	760;	L&M	618).		Minor rim nick at top, very fine and scarce.	 £800-1000

1883	 Republic,	 Kansu	 Province,	 Silver	 Dollar,	 year	 17	 (1928),	 facing	 bust	 of	 Yuan	 Shih-Kai,	 rev	
Kuomintang	star	(Kann	760;	L&M	618).		Good very fine, scarce.	 £1000-1200



																		
																																													

								1884																																																								1885

1884	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Gold	10-Dollars,	year	8	(1916),	uniformed	bust	left,	rev	value	within	
wreath	of	rice	(K	1531;	L&M	1030).		Extremely fine.	 £1400-1600

1885	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Gold	10-Dollars,	year	8	(1916),	uniformed	bust	left,	rev	value	within	
wreath	of	rice	(K	1531;	L&M	1030).		Very fine.	 £600-800

																		
																																		

																1886																																																											1887							
																			

1886	 Republic,	Yuan	Shih-Kai,	Gold	10-Dollars,	year	8	(1916),	uniformed	bust	left,	rev	value	within	
wreath	of	rice	(K	1531;	L&M	1030).		Very fine.	 £600-800

1887	 Yunnan	Province,	Tang	Chi-Yao,	Gold	10-Dollars,	ND	(1919),	facing	head,	rev	crossed	flags,	
“1”	below	(Kann	1524;	KM	Y480;	L&M	1057).		About extremly fine.	 £400-500

																		
																																																

								1888																																																						1889	
																							

1888	 Yunnan	Province,	Tang	Chi-Yao,	Gold	10-Dollars,	ND	(1919),	facing	head,	rev	crossed	flags,	
“1”	below	(Kann	1524;	KM	Y480;	L&M	1057).		Extremly fine.	 £500-600

1889	 Yunnan	 Province,	 Tang	 Chi-Yao,	 Gold	 5-Dollars,	 ND	 (1919),	 facing	 head,	 rev	 crossed	 flags	
(Kann	1526;	KM	Y481;	L&M	1058).		Good very fine.	 £250-300

						
																						

														1890																																																																																	1891

1890	 Yunnan	Province,	Tang	Chih-Yao,	Silver	50-Cents,	ND	(1917),	head	in	circle	of	pellets,	wreath	
below,	rev	crossed	flags	(KM	Y479;	L&M	863).	Extremely fine.	 £100-120

1891	 Yunnan	Province,	Silver	Dollar,	ND	(1907),	dragon,	rev	Chinese	inscription	(L&M	418).	 	Good 
extremely fine.	 £200-240



							
																																							

								1892																																																																													1893

1892	 Szechuan	Silver	Dollar,	military	government	issue,	ND	(1912)	(KM	Y456;	L&M	366).		Extremely 
fine.	 £100-140

1893	 Manchukuo,	Gold	Tael,	1932,	Chinese	character,	rev	fineness,	1000,	24k,	31.3g	(L&M	1067).		Very 
fine.	 £800-1000

												
																																																			1894																																																																				1895

1894	 Taiwan,	 Gold	 2000-Yuan,	 year	 45	 (1965),	 100th	 Anniversary	 of	 the	 birth	 of	 Sun	 Yat-Sen	
commemorative,	head	left,	rev	three	Chinese	characters	in	cherry	blossom	wreath	(F	15;	L&M	
1040).		Uncirculated.	 £500-600

1895	 Taiwan,	 Gold	 1000-Yuan,	 year	 45	 (1965),	 100th	 Anniversary	 of	 the	 birth	 of	 Sun	 Yat-Sen	
commemorative,	head	left,	rev	three	Chinese	characters	in	cherry	blossom	wreath	(F	16;	L&M	
1041).		Uncirculated.	 £250-300

	 Fantasies

						

																																															
						1896																																																																											1897

1896	 Hupoo	 Fantasy	 Pattern	 Tael	 in	 Gold,	 not	 a	 restrike	 from	 original	 dies	 (L&M	 1019	 for	 type).		
Prooflike mint state.	 £4000-5000

1897	 Hupoo	Fantasy	Pattern	2-Mace	in	Gold,	not	a	restrike	from	original	dies	(L&M	1019	for	type).		
Prooflike mint state.	 £1000-1500



																			
																							

									1898																																																																												1899

1898	 Hupoo	Fantasy	Pattern	1-Mace	in	Gold,	not	a	restrike	from	original	dies	(L&M	1019	for	type).		
Prooflike mint state.	 £600-800

1899	 Kirin	 Province,	 Fantasy	 Silver	 Tael	 c.1882,	 geometric	 shapes	 and	 stylised	 Chinese	 characters	
both	sides,	35.74g	(Kann	B30	for	type).		Mint state and lightly toned.	 £200-300

																
																																													

											1900																																																						1901

1900	 Sinkiang,	Fantasy	2-Mace	in	Gold,	crossed	flags,	rev	Chinese	inscription	around	denomination	
(Kann	B85).		Extremely fine.	 £200-250

1901	 Sinkiang,	Fantasy	1-Mace	in	Gold,	crossed	flags,	rev	Chinese	inscription	around	denomination	
(Kann	B86).		Extremely fine.	 £150-200

1902	 Sinkiang,	Fantasy	Ration	Tael	in	Gold	(Kann	B106;	L&M	813	for	type).	Mint state.	 £2500-3000

1903	 Sinkiang,	Fantasy	Ration	½-Tael	in	Gold	(Kann	B107;	L&M	815	for	type).	Mint state.	 £1200-1500

1904	 Chinese	Silver	Dollars	(9),	Central	Mint	at	Tientsin,	year	3	(3,	one	with	chops),	Yuan	Shih-Kai	(2),	
years	3,	10,	Sun	Yat-Sen	(4),	Memento,	six-pointed	stars,	Junk,	years	21,	22,	23.		Fine to extremely 
fine. 	(9)	 £150-200



	 Japan

(image	reduced)

1905	 Kyoho	Oban	Kin,	c.1725,	165.4g,	153mm	x	94mm,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	20494,	issued	
2007	(JNDA	09-08;	F	5).		Calligraphy restored, extremely fine and toned, rare.	 £20,000-25,000

1906	 Gembun	Koban	Kin,	c.1736,	13.1g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	9640,	 issued	2001	(JNDA	
09-19;	F	13).		Very fine.	 £1500-1800



1907 											 1908

1907	 Bunsei	Koban	Kin,	c.1819,	13.1g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	10150,	issued	2001	(JNDA	09-
20;	F	14).		Lightly scuffed, good very fine.	 £1400-1600

1908	 Bunsei	Koban	Kin,	c.1819,	13.1g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	9498,	issued	2001	(JNDA	09-
20;	F	14).		Good very fine.	 £1400-1600

1909 								 1910

1909	 Bunsei	Koban	Kin,	c.1819,	13.1g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	13284,	issued	2003	(JNDA	09-
20;	F	14).		Good very fine.	 £1400-1600

1910	 Tempo	Koban	Kin,	c.1837,	11.2g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	10256	issued	2001	(JNDA	09-
21;	F	15).		Hairlines, otherwise extremely fine.	 £1400-1600

1911	 Tempo	Koban	Kin,	c.1837,	11.2g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	10381,	issued	2001	(JNDA	09-
21;	F	15).		Light scratches, good very fine.	 £1400-1600



1912	 Manen	Koban	Kin,	c.1860,	3.3g,	with	JNDA	Guaranty	Certificate	23941,	issued	2009	(JNDA	09-
23;	F	17).		Extremely fine.	 £600-800

				
																	

																							1913																																																																																	1914

1913	 Silver	Yen,	Meiji	3	(1870)	(JNDA	01-9).		In NGC holder graded MS63.	 £300-400

1914	 Silver	Yen,	Meiji	45	(1912).	 	In PCGS holder “genuine not gradable”, good extremely fine, some red 
paint adhering.	 £100-150

																
																															

														1915																																																																						1916	

1915	 Gold	20-Yen,	Meiji	30	(1897)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	50).	 	Some scratches in the fields, otherwise extremely 
fine.	 £600-800

1916	 Gold	 20-Yen,	 Meiji	 30	 (1897)	 (JNDA	 01-6;	 F	 50).	 	 Some minor scratches in the fields, otherwise 
extremely fine.	 £600-800

																
														

																															1917																																																																							1918

1917	 Gold	20-Yen,	Meiji	39	(1906)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	50).	 	Some scratches in the fields, otherwise extremely 
fine.	 £500-700

1918	 Gold	20-Yen,	Meiji	44	(1911)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	50).		A few light scuffs, extremely fine.	 £400-600



1919 											 1920

1919	 Gold	20-Yen,	Taisho	2	(1913)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	53).  Some scratches in the fields, otherwise extremely 
fine.	 £500-700

1920	 Gold	20-Yen,	Taisho	3	(1914)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	53).		Extremely fine.	 £600-800

1921 											 1922

1921	 Gold	20-Yen,	Taisho	7	(1918)	(JNDA	01-6;	F	50).		Mounted and gilt, repaired, fine.	 £300-400

1922	 Gold	10-Yen,	Meiji	4	(1871)	(JNDA	01-2;	F	46).		Minor stains, otherwise extremely fine.	 £2000-2500

1923 															 1924

1923	 Gold	10-Yen,	Meiji	4	(1871)	(JNDA	01-2;	F	46).		Prooflike surfaces, uncirculated.	 £3000-4000

1924	 Gold	10-Yen,	Meiji	31	(1898)	(JNDA	01-7;	F	51).		Lacquered, extremely fine.	 £400-500

1925 																 1926

1925	 Gold	10-Yen,	Meiji	31	(1898)	(JNDA	01-7;	F	51).		Almost extremely fine.	 £400-500

1926	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	3	(1870)	(JNDA	01-3;	F	47).		Uncirculated.	 £1200-1500

1927 																 1928

1927	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	4	(1871)	(JNDA	01-3;	F	47).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

1928	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	5	(1872)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Almost extremely fine.	 £1000-1200



1929	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	5	(1872)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Uncirculated.	 £1200-1400

1930 																 1931

1930	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	6	(1873)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

1931	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	6	(1873)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

1932 																 1933

1932	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	6	(1872)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

1933	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	6	(1872)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Extremely fine.	 £800-1000

1934 																 1935

1934	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	8	(1875)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Prooflike mint state.	 £2000-2500

1935	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	8	(1875)	(JNDA	01-3A;	F	47).		Uncirculated.	 £1500-2000

1936	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	45	(1912)	(JNDA	01-8;	F	52).		Extremely fine.	 £500-600

1937	 Gold	5-Yen,	Meiji	45	(1912)	(JNDA	01-8;	F	52).		Extremely fine.	 £500-600



	 Korea

1938	 Yi	Hyong	(1864-1897),	Silver	5-Yang,	year	501	(1892),	dragon,	rev	denomination	within	wreath	
(KM	1114;	JNDA	18-5).		Extremely fine, scarce.	 £1500-1800

1939	 Kuang	Mu	(1897-1907),	Gold	20-Won,	year	10	(1906),	dragon,	rev	denomination	within	wreath	
(KM	1131;	JNDA	18-13;	F	1).		Good very fine, rare.	 £25,000-30,000	
	

only	2506	pieces	struck

1940	 Kuang	 Mu,	 Silver	 ½-Won,	 year	 10	 (1906)	 (KM	 1129;	 JNDA	 18-16).	 	 Toned, almost extremely 
fine.	 £300-400


